
Scouts Canada Otter Lake Quebec Camp Rules 

GENERAL RULES/STANDING ORDERS 
1. ALL GARBAGE MUST BE TAKE FROM THE SITE AND CAMPGROUND - DO NOT LEAVE 

EMPTY BOXES or anything else at the camp. Either bring your garbage home or to the local 
dump which is approx. 6 km from the camp. Directions are on the website or posted at the 
camp in the cabin and in the Wood Shed. The Dump is located at 577 Highway 301, Otter 
Lake (Québec) J0X 2P0 

2. WATER - POTABLE/DRINKING: Potable water is available 24 hour per day all year at the 
Otter Lake Municipal building located at 15 Palmer Avenue, Otter Lake (Quebec) J0X 2P0, 
only 1.1 km from the main entrance gate. Click here for directions to the water tape. 

3. NO LEAVING CRAFTS, PROJECTS, ETC.: While it is encouraged and part of the program to 
do special projects and crafts while at camp and we appreciate the beauty and possible 
usefulness of the crafts or projects, but please ensure you pick up and take all crafts, projects, 
and anything you brought with you. 

4. CAMP OTTER LAKE USAGE:  
1. The camp is for the use by: 

1. Registered members of the worldwide Scouting movement providing facilities for the 
delivery of the Scout program, and 

2. Third-Party Organizations related to and or in support of youth, and 
3. Scouting Volunteers and Scouting Member Families during certain times of the year. 

5. PERMITTED ACTIVITIES: 
1. BANNED ACTIVITIES: No users of the camp are permitted to conduct or do Activities 

banned by Scouts Canada at the campground. All Users are expected to conduct 
themselves in a manner that will not reflect poorly of Scouts Canada. 

6. PRACTICE 'LEAVE NO TRACE' CAMPING. http://www.scouts.ca/ca/leave-no-trace  
1. "NO-TRACE CAMPING" is essential for the preservation of these facilities and is 

applicable to all aspects of its use. Regardless of the activity, you are doing you are 
expected to leave the area as close to the way you found it, if not better. For example, if 
constructing a fire, you are expected to cut out the top couple of inches of the ground 
area where the fire will be constructed and to put it back after the fire is finished, fully 
extinguished, and cold. If there are any burnt log remains, place distribute them around the 
repaired fire pit area. They are excellent starter pieces for the next person. If there is too 
much ash in the fire pit area, provided the ashes are cold they can be spread about the 
area or put in the Kybo hole. A shovel is available in the Wood Storage Shed should you 
not have your own.  

7. CAMPFIRES AND FIREWOOD: 
1. FIRES: 

1. FIRE PREVENTION AND WARNING STATUS: Camp users are to check the 
http://www.sopfeu.qc.ca/en/ website prior to their camp to be aware of any fire 
restrictions or bans. On the SOPFeu QC website, enter "Otter Lake, QC" in the city. 

2. FIRE BUCKET: If you have a fire you must have either a bucket of water or sand or 
both, on hand. Plastic pails are available in the Wood Shed. 

2. FIREWOOD: 
1. If you have purchased firewood with your rental the firewood is in the wood storage 

shed beside the cabin. 
2. If you have not purchased firewood with your rental, there are lots of deadfalls to be 

found around the camp. 

https://sites.google.com/view/scoutcampotterlakeqc/camp-info/potable-water-location?authuser=0
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scouts.ca%2Fca%2Fleave-no-trace&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH2fA8TlwG1pqmY4_7TIHuYJ72c4w
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sopfeu.qc.ca%2Fen%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFMt6ZWp0vqwNB6SwbM8zSUoNPfog
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3. Purchasing Firewood: If you did not purchase firewood with your rental agreement, 
Firewood can be purchased on-site - $5 per site per night. Put money in the mailbox on 
the wall inside the Wood Shed. 

4. Cabin Wood Stove: Only use the firewood from the Wood Shed in the wood-burning 
stove. 

8. DAMAGE REPAIRS: The group booking the site is responsible for any expense required to 
restore the site or facilities should it be necessary as a consequence of their occupancy. 

9. LOCKING AND SECURING: The cabin, shed, and gates must be locked when departing and 
during any extended absence from the site. The main entrance gates are kept open and 
unlocked during winter season 

10. CHECK-IN AND CHECK-OUT PROCEDURES: Renters are to complete the check-in and 
check-out sheets and leave them in the box on the wall inside the Wood Shed. 

 

 
 

https://sites.google.com/view/scoutcampotterlakeqc/reservation-options?authuser=0#h.wnf8rycb1bsg
https://sites.google.com/view/scoutcampotterlakeqc/reservation-options?authuser=0#h.wnf8rycb1bsg

